DUSTLESS CONCRETE

DUST EXTRACTION
ASR35 ACP HEPA

The ASR35 ACP HEPA version vacuum meets or exceeds all regulatory standards where the HEPA
vacuum is required, allowing the user to attain the highest level of dust protection on the job-site.

9 Gal Auto Clean Vacuum w/ HEPA Filtration
▪ 130 CFM

▪ HEPA Filter Keeps back 99.995% of:
◦ Dust with OEL values <0.1 mg.m2
◦ Carcinogenic dusts
◦ Dust containing pathogens

▪Auto-Clean Plus:

◦ Automatic cleaning of filters with no suction loss

▪Power Sockets for Power Tools

◦ Automatic start/shutdown of the Vac

▪Current Control

◦ Maximizes the suction power while a machine is connected so
that the main fuse is not triggered.

New OSHA Rule on Silica Dust
Silica, present in concrete dust, is a hazardous material and is the focus of the new OSHA regulation
1926.1153. This regulation has a compliance date for general construction by September 23, 2017.
The new OSHA respirable crystalline silica dust regulation offers several options for compliance and at
George L. Wilson & Co., we want to help you to be in compliance with the upcoming OSHA rule with
the use of the METABO HEPA vacuum.

Husqvarna solutions for easy, efficient handling of
concrete dust and slurry.
Concrete dust and slurry can increase wear on your
equipment and can also be hazardous if allowed to
spread uncontrollably on the jobsite. The best way
to deal with dust and slurry is to catch them directly
at the source, and keep them in sealed containers before disposal. This reduces the risks of exposure as
well as the need for extensive and time-consuming
cleaning to finish the job.

By combining our expertise in concrete cutting,
drilling and grinding with the foremost technology
in dust and slurry management, Husqvarna possesses a unique ability to create integrated solutions
for all applications. As we see it, being a progressive
leader in equipment and diamond tools for concrete
cutting, coring and grinding also means a great
responsibility for us to provide you with easy-to-use
solutions to handle the dust and slurry efficiently.

HIGH PERFORMANCE DUST & SLURRY MANAGEMENT

Taking care of dust and slurry in a smart and easy
way means taking care of yourself, your equipment
and your business. That’s why Husqvarna now presents a new range of efficient equipment to keep
concrete dust and slurry generated from cutting,

drilling and grinding under control without compromising your productivity. Whether wet or dry jobs,
we’ll make your workday easier –
from start to finish.

Professional HEPA dust extractors and air scrubbers

